
 

Important Dates For Your Diary 

December 

18th  2018 Moving Day GWPS 
20th  2018 Day GWPS 
22nd  LAST DAY OF TERM 4 AND 2017  
 NO LUNCH AT SCHOOL TODAY  
 ASSEMBLY 12:45  
 DISMISSAL 1:30  

 

2018 

January 

24th  Book Collection Day  
24th  Uniform Shop Open – 10:00 – 2:00  
30th  FIRST DAY OF TERM 1 2018 YRS 1-6 
31st FIRST DAY OF TERM 1 2018 

8:50am – 1:00pm until 23/02 
PREPS 

31st  Yr 5 Camp Information Evening Yr 5 

 

 

February 

12th  Year 5 Camp – Beechworth YR 5s 
13th  Year 5 Camp – Beechworth YR 5s 
14th  Year 5 Camp – Beechworth YR 5s 
15th  Year 5 Camp – Beechworth YR 5s 
23rd   PREPS GO FULL TIME PREPS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

March 
26th > Two Week Swimming Program Yrs 4 - 6 

April 
14th > Two Week Swimming Program Yrs P - 3 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

 

 

Dear Members of the Glen Waverley Primary School 
Community,  
 
Welcome to the final newsletter for the 2017 school 
year! 
 
It really is amazing to think that this really is the final 
newsletter for the year; that Term Four is coming to an 
end as is the 2017 school year! What a terrific year we 
have had with so many significant projects completed 
and, above all, our students receiving a high quality 
education and achieving outstanding results across the 
entire curriculum. Throughout the year the children at 
Glen Waverley have been recognised for their amazing 
talents and skills, receiving not only school based 
awards but awards from local, community, state and 
national levels. Congratulations to all of our students for 
their contribution to the school year – I am so, so, so 
proud of all of you! 
 

 

Vale Pushpakumari Karunatilaka  
It is with enormous sadness that I write to inform the 
school community of the tragic and unexpected passing 
of Pushpakumari Karunatilaka, wife of Manjula and 
mother to Kavisha (Yr 10, Glen Waverley Secondary 
College), Dhinuk (Year 3) and Sachith (kindergarten). 
Pushpa will be remembered as a very caring and loving 
mother and wife who always had the best interests of 
her family at the forefront of her mind and worked 
tirelessly in order to ensure their needs were met.  
Our thoughts and prays are with Manjula, the children 
and their extended family at this most difficult time.  
Rest in peace Pushpa.  

 

UNIFORM SHOP 
 

Situated in the West Wing on the School Grounds 

Open Monday between 3.00 – 4.30 pm 

Wednesday between 8:15 – 9:30 

Closed Public Holidays and School Holidays 

Orders may be left with the office 

 

SCHOOL LUNCH ORDERS 
 

Lunch orders are available from our service provider Balance Living 

Catering five days a week. 

Ordering is done through an online service, details of which are 

available on our website or visit 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/ 

school-lunch-ordering.html 
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New Gymnasium Update 
Work on our new gymnasium is progressing 
well. The builders have completed the 
concrete slab for the amenities area, some 
framing and cladding. 
Over the next few weeks they plan to: 

 Lay the concrete slab for the basketball 

court area 

 Complete the timber framing  

 Wall cladding in the amenities area 

 Fire proof cladding and  

 Boring for electrical and communications 

purposes. 

I look forward to sharing additional news in 
the first newsletter for 2018. 

 

Congratulations to Ryley, Jayee, Rishan, Jordan, Dihein and Pranav  
As everyone would be aware, our school is a very keen participant in the University of New South Wales ICAS 
Assessment program and this year we have had six children acknowledged for the wonderful achievement of being the 
highest or equal highest in the state:  
 
A sincere congratulations and well done to the following children: 
 

 Ryley and Jayee (Year 2) 

 Jordan and Rishan (Year 3) 

 Dihein (Year 5) and  

 Pranav (Year 6) 

 

 
Well done children as, once again, everyone 
 is incredibly proud of you! 

 



 

Position Name 

School Captains Ally and Anuk 

School Vice-Captains Rasna and Senhus 

Mitchell House Captains Sanjna and Priaav 

Latrobe House Captains Jackie and Binu 

Fawkner House Captains Trecia and Pawan 

Hume House Captains Nadhrah and Alex 

Environment Captains Daham and Kenul 

Digital Learning Captains Amy and Ramike  

Art Captains Dasuni and Justin  

Music Captains Bree and Dinil 

Languages Captains Kisandi and Cyrus 

Library Captains Sonal and Henry 

Science Captains  Tashiya and Nihar 

Peer Mediation Captains Kyra and Vishal  
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2018 Student Leaders 
On Monday we held a very special assembly in order to announce the 2018 Student Leaders. The Year 5 
children have undertaken a rigorous process, which culminated in the rest of the student body voting for their 
respective 2018 school leaders. Congratulations and a special well done to the following children and their 
families as it is an honour to be a school leader and represent your peers, teachers and our school community: 

 

ALLY AND ANUK 

RASNA and SENHUS 

Once again, congratulations to the above students and their families. I would also like to acknowledge the children who 
were not selected, thank you to all of you for your efforts and remember at our school, all Year 5 and 6 students are 
considered as leaders and you will also be provided with opportunities to lead various school events.  

 
2018 School Accounts   
I would like to thank the numerous families who have already settled their 2018 school account. We would really like to 
have as many accounts as possible paid before the end of the school year so families will be able to collect their book 
bags and commence labelling and covering the contents.  
A reminder that accounts can also be paid on Wednesday 24th January and the uniform shop will be open from 10 am to 2 
pm on this day. 

 
Student Reports 
As a learning community it is extremely important that we value the children’s reports as they are a means of celebrating 
how much the children have grown socially, emotionally and academically throughout the year. The teaching staff have 
been working extremely hard to ensure your child’s report accurately reflects their current level of achievement and also 
their growth throughout the year. 
As we continue to embrace the functionalities of Compass, this year the children’s reports will be distributed 
electronically via this platform. Please ensure you have set up your password and username so you can access your 
child’s reports on Thursday 21st December!  
Please ensure you read the report carefully and if you have any queries see your child’s classroom teacher, Mrs Lowe, 
Mrs Tomecek or myself. Families are most welcome to arrange to meet with their child’s teacher if you would like to 
discuss the report.  

 
2017 Year Book 
This year’s Year Book was distributed recently much to the delight of the children as they have been eagerly awaiting its 
arrival. The Year Books are a wonderful memento of the marvellous achievements throughout the year, something which 
I know the children really look forward to receiving and also keeping for many years to come.  
I look forward to receiving some feedforward (not feedback) about the 2017 Year Book!  
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PREP PROM 
The Prep Prom was held on Friday 1st December and once again, what a fabulous school community event it was! 
Congratulations to the 2017 Prep children as not only were you brilliant but you also showed everyone just how much 
you have grown and developed throughout your first year of school!   
A special thank you to our fabulous Prep Teachers (Mr. Lewis, Ms. Smyth, Ms. Matsoukas, Ms. Tippet, Ms. Curro and Ms. 
Davis) for their fabulous organisation of the event and the numerous staff who assisted in various ways. Also thank you 
to Glen Waverley Secondary College for allowing us to use their hall. 

 



Award Recipient Recipient  

Trish Perry  Alysandra Karthik  

Lion’s Club Award Chanul Dulaj  

Music Jasmine Briana  

Multimedia Kertikrohan  Anvita 

Languages  Nihar Binadie  

Art Sai  Carrie  

Sport  Joypurna  Ivan  

Sports Achievement Award Aryan  

Victorian Sports Award Dini  
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Year 6 Graduation  
Well done to our Year 6 students for being outstanding role models throughout the year and congratulations on the 
wonderful celebration which was held last Thursday night. I’m certain it will be a night the children will remember for 
many, many years to come. Please refer to the report written by this year’s Graduation Committee in this newsletter.  
 
Congratulations to the following 2017 Year 6 Award Winners :- 

 

School Holiday Vacation Care Program 
Once again Camp Australia have organised a wonderful school holiday program which consists of a number of exciting 

activities. This year the program will commence as of January 8th and an overview of the program is in this 
Newsletter.  
Please be aware that all families are entitled to a 50% rebate on the total cost plus a further discount depending on 
the family income. To book your child, access the Before and After School Care link on our website or at 
www.campaustralia.com.au  

 
End of Term Awards 
In Term Four we have to break protocol and announce the recipients of our end of term awards because if we don’t 
the children will not be recognised in the school newsletter.  

Congratulations to the children who have been selected to receive the Term Four Kiwanis Club Terrific Kids Award 
and a special thank you to the Kiwanis Club of Glen Waverley for having the fortitude to implement this program and 
for supporting our school. At the assembly on Friday afternoon, the children will receive a certificate, trophy and also 
a $20 book voucher. 

 

 

Prep Area: Bhanuka 

(Class Prep C) 

 

1/2 Area: Thinuli  

(Class 2E) 

 

3/4 Area: Jerry  

(Class 4C)   

 

5/6 Area: Nihar  

(Class 6E) 

 

http://www.campaustralia.com.au/
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 Term Four Kiwanis Club Terrific Kids Award (Cont’d) 
Prep Area:  
Bhanuka (Class Prep C) for showing tremendous growth within all areas of his learning. Bhanuka regularly shows 
initiative in the classroom by showing random acts of kindness. He has formed many great friends and plays nicely with 
others. Bhanuka works tough to ensure that he is focused on his learning, even when he finds it challenging to finish, he 
still persists. He has responded well to responsibilities and does an amazing role as light monitor and library scanner. 
Bhanuka seeks feed forward from his peers and is very resilient. Well done Bhanuka! You are a superstar!  

 
1/2 Area: Thinuli (Class 2E) 
Thinuli is an outstanding student who shows humility despite her amazing achievements. She is an inquisitive mind who 
consistently persists in all areas of learning. She continually strives to extend her knowledge by asking questions and 
identifying how she can improve. She is a kind and contentious student who is always eager to help anyone in need. Her 
continued curiosity and thirst for knowledge is what makes her such as successful learner. 
Well done Thinuli! 

 
3/4 Area: Jerry (Class 4C)   
Jerry has shown absolute resilience in his learning this year. His intrinsic motivation is seen in the way he uses productive 
struggle to enhance his learning experience. Jerry has particularly shown this through his incredible speed around 
becoming comfortable and confident speaking English. He uses enthusiasm and tone to share his thinking, making every 
discussion a learning opportunity. Jerry's proud moment this term was when he presented his personalised learning 
goals to a team of teachers, valuing his think time, speaking slowly and explicitly with clarity. When asked to justify his 
goals, he explained with rich understanding, referring to his learning as "not always feeling good," but help him learn, 
grow and achieve. 

 
5/6 Area: Nihar (Class 6E) 
Nihar is the epitome of a Growth Mindset.  He is a wonderful student, but always strives to learn more and challenge 
himself with deep and exciting learning pits. He is a fantastic cricketer, but practises every day to improve his already 
impressive skills. He is a brilliant friend, yet he always asks himself what he can do to improve and help his friends.  Nihar 
is a fabulous person, showing initiative, integrity, respect and global empathy at all times. In particular his improvement 
in his writing has been a joy to behold. Congratulations, Nihar on your wonderful work ethic and attitude to learning. 
 
Term 4 Principal Learning Awards: 
Congratulations to the following students who will receive the Principal Learning Award for this term. 

 
Prep A: Congratulations Savinu, 2017 has been an outstanding year of learning for 
you, with so much academic, social and emotional growth.  You are a deep 
thinker, who likes to take our discussions in challenging and interesting directions, 
you even challenge my thinking.  Savinu, you were a leader in our learning 
community, always seeing the value of engaging your growth mindset and helping 
your peers to remember that there is power in using theirs.  You collaborate, have 
integrity, show respect, demonstrate initiative and use your Global Empathy to 
care deeply for the people around you.  While I am proud of you and know you 
are ready for Year One.    

Prep B: Elisha for being a great role model and friend to peers and teachers both 
inside and outside of the classroom community. She takes initiative by practising 
her writing at home and shares her learning with the class. She has a thirst for 
knowledge and is constantly looking for ways to improve her learning. Elisha 
understands that in order to learn you need to feel the productive struggle and 
sometimes be at the bottom of the ‘Learning Pit’. Well done Elisha on all of your 
wonderful achievements, you should be really proud of yourself!  
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 Term 4 Principal Learning Awards: 
Prep C: Congratulations Nabiha for being an outstanding learner in Prep C. You have so many positive qualities to feel 
proud of and your Growth Mindset will take you far in life. You are always keen to learn and are not afraid to make 
mistakes or ask for help when required; you happily share your knowledge and opinions during our class discussions; you 
are kind, thoughtful and helpful towards your classmates which is greatly appreciated, and you show honesty and 
integrity in all that you do. It is a delight to read your learning and see your thinking on the page, whether it be Reading, 
Writing, Mathematics or Inquiry learning tasks. Importantly you use your time wisely, and embrace feedback to make 
improvements to your understandings. I hope you will always remain the curious, friendly and caring student that you 
are.  
 
Prep D: Aarthy is a highly motivated student who strives to do her personal best. She shows initiative during learning 
tasks and approaches all areas of learning with a growth mindset. Aarthy consistently enters the Learning Pit with 
enthusiasm and uses various strategies to work through productive struggle in order to reach the ‘Eureka’ moment. She 
thoughtfully considers feedback given to her by her classmates and is beginning to give her peers effective feedforward. 
I’m so proud of all your achievements this year Aarthy and I wish you all the best for Year 1! 

 
Prep E: Trisha is a hard working student who is an amazing role model to her peers. Her growth mindset enables her to 
try many strategies to get out of the learning pit. Trisha transfers her knowledge to different learning tasks. She has 
outstanding organisation skills and is always ready to begin her day. She is accepting of others and always welcomes 
them into his group. Congratulations Trisha, on your successful first year at Glen Waverley Primary.  

 
1A:  Saheli is a cooperative and responsible class member who demonstrates a growth 
mindset when completing learning tasks in the classroom.  She has shown enormous 
growth in her independence and confidence as the year has progressed and is always a 
very respectful friend to her peers.  Saheli plays by the rules and works tough to achieve 
her set goals.  She has been a wonderful role model for her classmates.  Well done, 
Saheli! 
 
1B: Congratulations Anuram on a fantastic year. You have being a kind, caring and 
supportive class member to everyone in 1B. You always display enthusiasm and a 
positive attitude towards all your learning tasks. You are always willing to learn, be 
resilient, co-operative, engaged and focused during learning time. It has being a pleasure 
to teach you this past year. Congratulations on being a positive role model to all your 
fellow classmates and good luck in Year 2. 
 
1C:  Congratulations to Samadhi you are a dedicated and persistent learner with such a 
positive attitude. You are an outstanding role model to your peers as you consistently 
make independent and sensible choices. You have shown such wonderful commitment 
to your learning, especially your writing. I have the utmost confidence that you will 
achieve your dream of becoming a successful author! Keep up the amazing work 
Samadhi, I am so incredibly proud of you and your time in Year One! 

 
1D: Gauri has demonstrated a positive ‘I can do it attitude” and has shown great 
persistence throughout the year to improve her reading. She shows genuine care and 
respect for her peers. Gauri gives 100% effort towards her independent learning and she 
has demonstrated a growth mindset. Well Done Gauri!  
 
1E:   Kaesitha is a kind and considerate student who goes out of her way to help teachers 
and students. She has a genuine enthusiasm for learning and puts in a 100% effort in all 
her tasks. Kaesitha reflects on her learning and goes that extra step and practises what 
she has learnt at school completing tasks on her own accord and bringing her finished 
products to school to show depth of understanding. Congratulations and well done, 
Kaesitha! 

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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Term 4 Principal Learning Awards: 
 
2A: Geo has been an excellent all-rounded learner throughout this 
term. He has a Growth Mindset and faces learning challenges with 
positive attitudes. Geo is a conscientious and diligent student who 
grasps every learning opportunity by embracing his mistakes and 
actively seeking improvements. He is also a kind-hearted member 
who is always willing to help anyone in need. Congratulation Geo, I am 
very, very proud of you! 
 
2B:   Samyukta for striving to achieve her best in every learning 
task. She seeks feedback on her tasks and uses this to improve her 
future learning. She always does so with a smile, demonstrating her 
excellent growth mindset and love for learning. Sam is also a great 
friend and shows care for people around her in the way that she both 
speaks and acts with kindness. Well done Sam I am very proud of you.  

 
2C:  Dinara has had an exceptional semester where she has demonstrated a high level of learning and achievements in 
2C. She approaches each learning area with enthusiasm and dedication, where she consistently challenges herself to 
progress to the next level in her learning. Dinara is a diligent student who can always be relied upon to strive for 
excellence in every area of the curriculum, which sets a high standard for her peers to follow.  Congratulations Dinara, 
your passion for learning has been highlighted throughout the semester, I wish you every success in 2018 and beyond.   
 
2D: Throughout the year, Michelle has demonstrated an exceptional growth mindset by applying multiple strategies to 
achieve her personal learning goals. She enters the classroom with an infectious love for learning and uses her problem 
solving skills and initiative to reach the ‘eureka’ moment. Congratulations Michelle, I wish you all the best for your bright 
future! 
 
2E:  Nivritti has shown exceptional growth and self-reflection this Semester. She recognised areas of her learning that 
needed attention and worked diligently to remove distractors from her learning environment. She has shown particular 
attention to improving her writing skills and has grown from completing short texts to creating exceptionally detailed, 
interesting, and creative pieces of writing.  
She is now a proactive and confident learner who fully accepts her whole-self and recognises that she has the power to 
grow and change through accepting and learning from misconceptions. 

 3A:   Throughout Term Four, Arish has displayed a number of outstanding 
attributes in his learning, in particular his ability to verbalise his 
metacognition and examples of the school values of Initiative, Respect, 
Integrity and Global Empathy.  This has been demonstrated by Arish in 
Ethics lessons where he has been able to discuss several important 
elements connecting to the morality of decision making and then 
demonstrate them in class.  Arish’s ability to think deeply about the people 
and world around him is wonderful to see and I wish him every success in 
Level Four. 

 
3B:   Congratulations Mavishka on a successful year. You have developed a 

growth mindset and always approach your learning with a positive You Can 

Do It attitude. Mavishka always puts a hundred percent into his learning 

and seeks assistance when he has misconceptions. Mavishka appreciates 

the feedback of peers and teachers and uses it to improve his learning 

outcomes. Mavishka recognizes the learning pit as an opportunity to 

expand and extend his knowledge and skills.  Well done Mavishka, I wish 

you the best of luck in Level Four next year.  
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 Term 4 Principal Learning Awards: 
 
3C:   Aditi is to be congratulated on her tremendous growth throughout this year. You have been a wonderful role model to 
everyone in 3C this can be seen in the way that peers admire your thinking as a mentor during collaborative learning tasks. 
Your confident contribution to class discussion extends the thinking of others and demonstrates your deep understanding 
across all areas of learning. In addition, when finding learning challenging, you are never short of a question, always 
wanting to see success through sheer determination. Well done and keep reaching for the stars. 
 
3D:   Congratulations Tvisha on your fabulous achievements this year. You are a happy and dedicated student who tries 
your best in all areas of your learning. You are always prepared to have a go, eager to work your way out of the ‘Learning 
Pit’. You use your persistence and resilience to help you solve any problems. It is amazing to see you celebrate your 
successes and channel your positivity towards bigger and better things. You are always willing to help out your classmates 
and teachers, ensuring that everyone has a smile on their face!  
 
4A:  Reshen has guided his thinking this term into that of resilience 
and a growth mindset. He now thrives from misconceptions, 
understanding that he has just had a moment of growth. Reshen has 
concern for extending his metacognition, making sure he learns in an 
area that is quiet so that he can listen to his inner voice. His 
leadership this term has been in his ability to create a thinking 
environment for others. At every opportunity he encourages his peers 
to "respect everyone's right to learn," doing so in a kind and generous 
manner. Reshen takes initiative in his learning, ensuring that he 
always challenges his brain to try, before including others to push his 
thinking forward. 
Well done Reshen, you are an incredible part of our 4A learning team. 

  

 
4B:   This is awarded to Wilson for the immense growth you have modelled throughout this year. You have truly shifted 

your thinking and practise harnessing a growth mindset every time you walk through our school gates. You lean into 

productive struggle with a positive and optimistic attitude and celebrate your successes with your peers. Thank you for 

being such an influential role model with of your peers during collaborative learning experiences. You have persistently 

worked towards achieving your personal best in both academic and meta-strategic thinking. This has been shown 

through your consistent effort in working towards your goals. You should feel extremely proud of the way you have built 

your voice this year and I can’t wait to see you continue this rewarding journey! Congratulations Wilson, for utilizing your 

higher order thinking and building connections throughout all areas of your learning!! 

4C:   Congratulations to Sayuri for earning the Principal's Learning Award this term! You have continued to inspire your 
teachers and peers with the respect, initiative and integrity you have shown, in which your actions have modelled these 
values so clearly. Your kind, caring and empathetic nature has been an incredible asset to 4C's learning community 
throughout the year. You have consistently demonstrated a reflective approach towards your learning, ensuring that you 
have maximised all learning opportunities encountered. The dedication you have shown towards your learning has 
played a predominant role in the growth and successes you have achieved to date. Keep up with the sensational efforts 
Sayuri, well done! 

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 

4D: Sagari has continually shown amazing enthusiasm, effort and resilience towards all of 

her learning tasks. This term Sagari has embraced the 'Productive Struggle' and is now aware 

of how crucial it is to her learning. She has also continued to use her growth mindset to 

achieve many amazing learning outcomes.  
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 Term 4 Principal Learning Awards: 
 
4E:  Congratulations to Tulaib, a passionate and committed learner who has worked incredibly hard across all subjects in 
Semester Two, taking great leaps forward in his learning! He takes great pride in his academic achievements and is 
always keen to assist others in their learning. He is a fantastic contributor to class discussions, always thinking deeply 
about ideas being discussed and respectfully communicating with others. His stamina and motivation in learning has 
flourished and grown to new heights in Semester Two which has been inspirational to witness! I love how excited you 
are about your learning Tulaib and really respect how you have built your work ethic this year. Fabulous effort! 
 

 

 

5A:  Congratulations Thinuri. Your learning has continued to 

flourish this term as you use a growth mindset to extend your 

understanding of skills, concepts and knowledge. Using these tools 

and information, you have demonstrated initiative in your learning 

tasks and science investigations. You are using CAFÉ and VOICES 

strategies within your literacy to demonstrate your deep 

understandings of a variety of texts and the ways in which they are 

written. Further to this, you always display our school values in 

positive interactions with students and staff. 

 
5B:  Congratulations to Daham for upholding a brilliant aptitude to 

learning throughout all areas of school. He embraces errors with a 

resilient mindset and always strives to gain a deeper, fuller 

understanding of a concept before putting it to practice. Daham is 

an exceptionally hard worker who has gone above and beyond in 

his Home Learning, Mathematics and Inquiry learning. He has 

dived deeply into his passion for Reading and Writing, and has 

extended his skills in crafting wonderful stories that contain vivid 

language devices, creativity and a flowing voice. He values 

feedback from peers and teachers, and actively engages in social 

and academic discussions with a respectful demeanour. Well done 

on an outstanding achievement, Daham. 

 
5C:   Congratulations Vicky on a significant term in your learning journey at GWPS. You have worked with true 

persistence on countless learning tasks and shown resilience in challenging situations. It has been an absolute pleasure 

to watch you use your initiative and display leadership qualities which will benefit you as you move forward into Year 6 

and beyond! 

 

5D:  Jackie has worked hard all year, striving for excellence in everything she does. She demonstrates a growth mindset 

when taking on new challenges in her learning and shares her successes and misconceptions with her peers. Jackie’s 

positive and kind nature encourages everyone around her to achieve their personal best in a fun and humorous way. 

She sets goals and uses different strategies to work towards them, engaging her own prior knowledge and other 

students’ experience to help her. Jackie takes on risks to help her better her understanding, and has shown tremendous 

progress in how she tackles difficult learning tasks. Congratulations on being such a deserving recipient of the Principal’s 

Learning Award, Jackie! 

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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 Term 4 Principal Learning Awards: 
 

6A:   Zuha has been a delight to teach as she constantly approaches her learning with a growth mindset. She takes on any 

challenge, embracing the opportunity to extend her thinking and improve in her learning. As the year has progressed, 

Zuha has become more confident in her abilities, which has shown in the way she contributes to discussions and 

collaborates with her peers. Congratulations Zuha! 

 

6B:   Sanjay is a committed learner who demonstrates a growth mindset in everything he does, and has displayed a 

tremendous work ethic in Term Four. He tackles every learning task with an enthusiastic attitude, and actively seeks out 

feedback to help him achieve his personal best. Additionally, his friendly and caring personality helps him to collaborate 

effectively with his peers, and to share his strategies and opinions with the whole-class. Sanjay should be proud of all that 

he has achieved this year, and especially this term. 

 

6C:   Enuri has approach all learning this year with a growth mindset. She has shown enthusiasm during challenges and 

always strives to achieve the high standards she sets herself. Enuri has demonstrated that she is persistent and resilient 

as she makes her way through the learning journey and has been an absolute star this year. She has made some 

wonderful accomplishments this year and should be extremely proud of the progress she has made. In addition, Enuri is 

also a caring friend and class member. She consistently has a smile on her face and her positive attitude is extremely 

infectious. Congratulations Enuri on a fabulous year of learning. 

 

6D: Coco has been an absolute delight to teach this year. She is respectful of her peers and teachers and ensures she 

follows the classroom expectations. She has delved into the Learning Pit countless times over the course of the year and 

persists through her struggles. Coco’s English has improved tremendously and it has been so wonderful to see her 

communication and confidence thrive. She works diligently in class, and makes her learning a priority by staying on task 

and avoiding possible distractions. Coco truly is the epitome of dedication. Congratulations on a terrific year of learning 

Coco! Keep up the effort to pursue all learning opportunities offered to you. 

 
6E:  Sathwik is a fabulous role model as a student.  He loves 

learning, is respectful of everyone around him, takes initiative, 

and is dedicated to the pursuit of excellence. He is a talented 

mathematician who doesn’t rest on his laurels, but challenges 

himself to go further. He is an avid reader who listens carefully 

to others to improve his skills. He is a fantastic learner with an 

amazing growth mindset. Congratulations on a wonderful year 

of learning. 

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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Principal Awards: 
Congratulations to the following students who have received a Principal’s Award 
recently: 
 
1A 

 Hishan for making excellent progress with his English skills  

 Saheli, Imansa, Hesara and Yenuli for writing beautiful and very descriptive 

articles about friends  

1B: 

 Aaron for writing 6 amazing pages about animals  

 Meher for being a great friend  

1C 

 Aletea for receiving two medals from Kumon for being on the Honour Roll for 

Maths and English  

 Hardhik, Chethiya, Navi and Cody for being really responsible members of our 

school community  

1E 

 Nikhil, Eva and Melody for writing terrific letters  

 Sethumi for receiving a beautiful trophy and two medals from the Melbourne 

Ballet school  

 
2A 

 Deanna and Charles for writing beautiful and very descriptive cards for my 
office  

2B 

 Harman and Sasath for being responsible members of our school community  
2C 

 Lara, Saloni and Sayu for writing a beautiful story titled “Lara, the Witches and 
the Fairy” 

2E 

 Manula for receiving two medals from Kumon for being on the Advanced 
Honour Roll  

 
3A 

 Senula, Keen, Rithila and Elizabeth for using high level maths skills to work out 
Pythagoras theory  

 Grace for working so hard to organise herself in the morning 

 Lean and Kudrat for being really responsible members of our school community  
3C 

 Omar and Senuth for working tough through a mathematical problem involving 
the planning of a party  

 Sruthika and Senuth for creating iMovies which depict the fabulous learning 
they have completed about Nickels and Aluminium  

3D 

 Elijah and Anuja for creating the most amazing and elaborate mathematical 
equation which involved the constant addition of numbers  

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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Principal Awards: 
Congratulations to the following students who have received a 
Principal’s Award recently: 
 
 
4C 

 Jerry and Matthew for drafting, planning and creating amazing 
and in-depth maths stories about birthday parties that really 
challenged and stretched their metacognition  

4D and 4E 

 Ved (4E) and Rehansa (4D) for receiving a certificate and 
voucher from the Rotary Club of Glen Waverley as part of their 
annual Year 4 story writing competition  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5A 

 Yenula for receiving 3 medals and 4 certificates from the Chess 
6 chess club for 1st and 2nd place finishing in tournaments and 
also for completing Stage 1 of the program  

5B 

 Alex for qualifying for the Victorian Aged Championships in 
swimming. He will compete on the 13th December at MSAC in 
the Under 11 50 m Freestyle. What a wonderful achievement 
this is and we look forward to hearing how Alex goes  

5C 

 Bon and Rohit for their enthusiastic approach to learning how 
to play the ukulele in music classes  

 
6A 

 Nithesa for assisting and being an amazing prep transition 
program captain  

6B 

 Binadie for assisting and being an amazing prep transition 
program captain and also for writing a terrific “next step 
learning” whilst completing a Flawed Simplification equation 

 Dinuli for being a great friend  
6D 

 Adelle for assisting with the prep transition program  

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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 Goodbye to some of our friends: 
As the end of the school year draws closer, we will be saying goodbye to a number of students who are moving out 
of the area. We wish them all the best in their new schools and hope that they keep in close contact with their 
Glen Waverley Primary School friends for many years to come.  
 

We are also saying goodbye to some of our staff who will be working in other schools, travelling or retiring: 

 
Moving to other schools: Tim O’Neil (Mulgrave PS), Rebecca Morris (Bellaire PS, Geelong) Olivia Devitre (Carlton 
North PS), Abigail Brown (Adass Israel School) and Helen Davies (Fountain Gate PS) 
 

Naturally we thank you for being part of the Glen Waverley PS community, strongly encourage you to keep in 

contact and sincerely wish you well with your future endeavours.  

 

2018 Staff and Class Structure: 

The 2018 Staff Team will be as follows: 

Foundation (Year Prep): Samantha Matsoukas, Roland Lewis, Michelle Caruso, Melinda Tippet and Alana Curro  

Year One: Lauren Rich, Nicola Dean, Manuela Pertile, Joshua Lowe and Anna Meng  

Year Two: Peter Shen, Alicia di Petta, Raquel Kane, Monique Kelly and Adriana Ballestrin   

Year Three: Debbie Hunter, Ashley Jacobs, Wageesha Silva, Christine Marotti and Bianca Liburti 

Year Four:  Trish Singh, Kristy Smith, Annie Lui and Jonathon Males  

Year Five: Elisha Park, Jeff Chen, Ivana Krsteska, Claire Disseldorp and Kate Wheeler 

Year Six: Greg Edwards, Laura Donoghue, Grace Hawkins and Ruby Robertson 

 

Specialist Programs: 

Music: Jessica Wood  

Physical Education: Anna Hardy and Jason McCormick  

Multimedia and Digital Learning: Sam Laffy   

Visual Arts: Aubrey Hudson 

Year P – 2 Languages (Mandarin): Tracy Jom  

Year 3 – 6 Languages (Mandarin): Esther Wang 

Reading Recovery: Lyn Clugg 

Year Prep Student Support: Jackie Gilbert 

Year 1 and 2 Student Learning Support: Penelope Polydoros and Arezou Javidi   

Year 3 and 4 Student Learning Support: Lindy Tran  

Year 5 and 6 Student Learning Support: Nicole Dale  

Advanced Maths: Catherine Peters  

Learning Specialists (pedagogical coaches): Anat Garzberg, Sarah Donald and Elizabeth Rennie 

School wide support: Tania Smith (Semester One)   

Librarian and Learning Support: Kay Platt 

Learning Assistants: Natalie Doyle, Soula Lucas, Gurbiner Baghat, Nicole Rowland, and Liz Steinke 

Maintenance Manager: Andy Platt  

Administration: Julie Milward (Business Manager), Jenny Bednarz (Office Manager) and Kylie Sayer  

Principal Class: Frank Catalano (Principal), Helen Tomecek (Acting Assistant Principal, Curriculum) and Andrea 

Lowe (Acting Assistant Principal, Operations)  
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 In closing,  

I would like to bid a fond farewell to our fabulous team of Year 6 students. This year the Year 6 students have set a fine 

example and have led the school with a true sense of commitment, sincerity and pride. I am absolutely thrilled with the 

leadership of all our Year 6 students particularly our 2017 School Captains Michelle, Dineth, Jazselle, Dini and Travin who 

all must be congratulated for their outstanding leadership commitment, endeavour and qualities. I look forward to seeing 

and hearing all about the Year 6 students’ successes as they progress through their secondary education and beyond.  

I would also like to wish every Year 6 student the very best in the years ahead and remind them that “once you are a part 

of the Glen Waverley PS family, you are always a part of the Glen Waverley PS family”. I strongly encourage all of you to 

come back and visit us! 

 
Also, a sincere thank you to our wonderful team of parents who have helped with many and varied events and programs 

throughout the year. On behalf of the staff I would like to thank every single parent for their support, assistance and 

encouragement as we have made our way through the year. Team spirit, trust, loyalty and integrity are part of what makes 

Glen Waverley such a fabulous school.  It is really great, that our parents are willing to support their children, the staff and 

the professional judgements that are made to ensure that our school provides the very best learning environment for their 

children. As you know our team of staff certainly give their heart and soul to their job and their passion for education is 

evident. I would like to thank the numerous parents who provide us with support and feedback and for also realising that 

at times our job is not easy.   We have a fabulous school community who are generous with the time and effort they give 

to nurturing, assisting and encouraging all that we do at Glen Waverley. 

 
Naturally it would be rather remiss of me not to mention our extremely hard working staff. The teachers and support staff 

at Glen Waverley are relentless in their quest to make our school the best school possible. Thank you one and all! 

 
Final Day of school arrangements Friday 22nd December  

A reminder that we will finish school at 1:30 on Friday 22nd December; as a result the students will not need their lunch 

unless they will be attending After School Care which will commence at 1:30. Please ensure your child has a snack for the 

day. Due to the early finishing time, lunch orders will not be available on this day. 

We will be holding our final assembly at 12.45 pm in the court yard (outside the Early Learning Centre) or in the school hall 

if the weather is not suitable. We strongly encourage as many parents as possible to attend in order to celebrate the 

wonderful achievements of our students throughout the year and also bid a fond farewell to those who are leaving our 

school.   

 

2018 Return Dates 

 Year 1-6 students will return to school on Tuesday 30th January and  

 Foundation (Prep) students will begin on Wednesday 31st January.   

 

Happy holidays everyone. I sincerely wish all members of the Glen Waverley Primary School community the very best 

throughout the forthcoming summer break. To those members of our school community who celebrate Christmas, Merry 

Christmas to you all. 

Please stay safe and enjoy your time with family and friends.  

Take care and I look forward to seeing everybody in 2018!  

 

Frank Catalano 

Principal 

 

 

 



ACTING ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
HELEN TOMECEK 

  

 

 
During the School holidays we often are subject to a barrage of questions.  

Are we there yet? Comes to mind 

 

But what actually makes a good question for learning! 

Any question that matters to students is a good question. If children are genuinely interested in the answer 

and learning about the topic, then the question is worthy of investigation. 

“Quick Find” questions are information gatherers, closed in nature but important for the understanding of 

the topic such as What kinds of clothing were worn during the gold rush? 

These questions can be answered through short-term research that enable students to search for and find 

information quickly.  To locate the answer would probably be a simple search on the Internet or skimming 

through a non-fiction book. It is a useful skill to independently investigate questions and pursue an answer.  

The depth of understanding and the knowledge is limited as the connection with information is surface 

level. 

Doctor Michael Wesch, an expert in digital literacy, states that good questions are the driving force of 

critical and creative thinking and therefore the best indicators of significant learning. Good questions are 

those that force students to challenge their thinking and can lead to another question. 

 

A good question has: 

 more than one answer 

 is hard to answer and takes lots of thinking to understand the question 

 has a deep meaning 

 gives you lots of information 

 doesn’t have a yes or no answer 

 is about something that takes time to research and collect a range of data 

 takes a long time to figure out and 

 makes you think, know and wonder. 

 

To answer good questions children need to gather and process information by inferring, drawing 

conclusions, comparing and contrasting or explaining and then applying their understanding to evaluate, 

judge, imagine, speculate or create. These are outstanding higher-order thinking skills. 

So please, have a try at answering the ‘are we there yet?’ question, turn it around and ask your children 

‘when do you think we will be there?’ and perhaps, ‘why do you think that?’ 

Happy questioning. 

 

 

 



The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

The final Kid’s Corner of the year has been written by Samadhi (Year 1) 

In the previous newsletter we featured Part One of her narrative, 

“Hannah and Ruby”.  Below is a repeat of Part One and the Conclusion 

Part Two!  

 

Hannah and Ruby (Narrative) Part One  -  Samadhi (Year 1) 
 
Once upon a time lived two dazzling fairies named Hannah and Ruby. They lived in a beautiful castle.  
Hannah and Ruby were best friends. One day Ruby and Hannah set off to the comfortable magic  
fountain that could take fairies anywhere they wanted to go.  
 
When they arrived the magic water was black, white and grey. Hannah reached in and pulled out a 
glistening plug out of the plughole. Then let out the grey, black and white water.  When the 
waterhole was empty, Hannah and Ruby nearly jumped out of their skin with fright! They both saw a 
black creepy thunderbolt! It was made by an ugly and evil witch named Drizzelle. She lived with 
another witch named Nettle. They lived in a black tall tower lined with poisonous slime.  
 
The next day, only Ruby came with a kind witch called Grandma Anastasia. They went back to the 
comfortable magic fountain. Grandma Anastasia brought her workbag with her. 
 
 
Hannah and Ruby (Narrative) Part Two  
 
Grandma Anastasia pulled out a shimmering purse from her hot pink workbag which had an aqua 

coloured glass flask in it. She instructed Ruby to get a purple berry called the vine berry. She then 

gave Ruby a straw basket and set her off to the bush. She came back with thousands and thousands 

of vine berries.  

“While I’m making juice, can you please get me some orange snow berries?” asked Grandma 

Anastasia. 

“Yes, I will,” answered Ruby.  

After an hour Ruby came with a million orange snow berries. “Wow, extremely outstanding work!” 

exclaimed Grandma Anastasia. 

“Last of all you will need to bring me some rainbow berries,” commanded Grandma Anastasia. So 

Ruby headed off to get the other berries, then she came back with 10,000 of them.  

Grandma Anastasia finished the potion in a minute and poured it into the flask. 

 

The next day Hannah and Ruby went to the nursey to look after some baby animals for four hours. 

After that Ruby blindfolded Hannah and led her to the Comfortable Magic fountain and then took off 

the blindfold.  Hannah was amazed when she saw the amazing fountain!  
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Happy Birthday to the following students who celebrate their 

special day during December:  

 

Prep A: Ansh, Ruhara, Olivia and Vivaan  
Prep D: Edouard     
Prep E: Jenny  
1A: Nevin    
1B: Kritthik  
1C: Celine and Reyansh    
1D: Gauri and Thiyansa  
2A: Isaac, Aarushi and Jayee 
2B: Nandan, Mischa and Parin  
2C: Kenuli, Ishika and Krish 
2D: Sanomi, Jordan and Madelyn  
2E: Amaya, Senuli and Henish 

3A: Needra, Ethan, Kudrat and Bernice  
3B: Om      
3C: Omar, Ganuli, Vineeth, Mayank, Mayon, 
Kheenav, Nithilan and Yaneesha  
3D: Darshini 
4A: Jaicee, Sevin, Manan and Dinil 
4B: Tiffany and Sia K 
4C: Pravallika, Sanchit and Dhiya 
4D: Sangy    
4E: Daniel, Aaria and Thejan  

 

5A: Ujwal, Hridya, Daniel and Rasna  
5B: Radith and Vishnu    
5C: Dinidu 
5D: Pratheek, Nithil, Vedant and Sarika  
6A: Nithesa, Tony and Angel 
6B: Gaatik, Eva and Gordon  
6C: Aditi, Valiant and Yamila  
6D: Leonard, Sudhu and Kaveeshi  
6E: Sathwik 

 

 



FAREWELL TO FLEXIBUZZ 
 
Glen Waverley Primary School is asking 
families to bid farewell to our communication 
App FlexiBuzz.   
 
We launched FlexiBuzz (originally TiqBiz) in 
August 2015 and it was a wonderful new 
initiative to help us keep parents and 
guardians informed and up-to-date with 
events occurring in our school.  It was also a 
platform on which parents and guardians 
could register the absence from school of their 
children. 
 
We have now evolved from FlexiBuzz, and as 
you will all be aware, we have a new 
Communication and Payment System called 
Compass.  We are now communicating all 
events and posting news on Compass rather 
than FlexiBuzz.   
 
We are asking families to help us with this 
transition by no longer entering absences on 
FlexiBuzz – instead, entering the advice on 
Compass.  Once you have put written advice 
on Compass it ‘magically’ imports into your 
child’s teacher’s roll so the class teachers now 
have ‘real time’ notification which enables us 
to better ensure the safety of your child. 
 
We will also be asking parents to use Compass 
when their child arrives late to school as it is a 
requirement that parents sign late students in, 
not the students themselves.  Students signing 
in late without a parent will sign a paper roll 
and the lateness will appear as ‘unexplained’ 
on Compass.  This helps parents to keep track 
of their child’s arrival. 

Qkr! For Uniform Orders 

 
Unfortunately, at this stage, Compass doesn’t have the 
capacity to take Uniform Orders – hence we will continue 
to ask families to use the Qkr payment system for any 
online uniform ordering needs.  Orders placed on Qkr for 
Uniform will be filled by the following Monday or 
Wednesday and placed in your child’s grade tub in a 
timely manner. 
 

BALANCED LIVING CATERING 

– OUR SCHOOL CATERING SERVICE 
 
School lunch orders are available every day through our 
provider Balanced Living Catering.  The service is an 
‘outside provider’ and payments are not processed by the 
school.  Balanced Living uses a payment system called 
‘FlexiSchools’.  Unfortunately this isn’t integrated on our 
Compass system.  A link to Balanced Living (FlexiSchools) 
can be found in the ‘Quick Links’ on our School’s Website 
Homepage.  https://www.flexischools.com.au  

Compass 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our families, current 
and future, for embracing the transition onto our new 
Communication and Payment operating system, Compass! 
 
As a school we are finding the system extremely user friendly and are 
excited that, mostly, everything can now be done through the one 
operating platform. 
 
We hope that families will incorporate checking Compass into their 
daily routine to help them stay informed of all activities occurring in 
our school and to ensure that absence advice is always up-to-date. 
 
For any advice or assistance, please see the ladies in the Office  
 

https://www.flexischools.com.au/


Semester Two SMART8 ‘Growth Mindset Award’ Recipients 
 
Congratulations to the following students who have been awarded the ‘Growth Mindset Award’ for their SMART8 elective in Semester Two. These students have been 
acknowledged for their positive growth mindset in that they strive to keep on learning and not let any challenges get in their way! Well done to all recipients in Years 3 – 6! 
  

Activity 2017 Semester 2 Award Winner 

GWPS Theatre Club Dennis 4A     Lewis 4C      Matthew 4C       Thejan 4E   Venu 4D        Mavishka 3B 
For working collaboratively in a group to perform a well thought out play to an audience and showing great confidence. Well done on applying your growth 

mindset to ensure your group was a success! 

Advertising  Yug 4B 
Yug is enthusiastic, always striving to deepen his understanding. He encourages and successfully collaborates with everyone. Well done on a great semester in 

Advertising Yug! 

French Simran 4A 

Simran was always eager to learn new French vocabulary, often asked inquiring questions and would even take her book home to complete further learning. 
Great Growth Mindset Simran! 

Robotics Aryan 6D 
For displaying a Growth Mindset in the second half of Robotics.  Through persistence and working tough Aryan was able to achieve considerable success 

during his SMART 8 subject.  Well done Aryan! 

Exploring 
Algorithms 

Sahib 6C 
Throughout the Semester Sahib has shown that he is able to work independently to complete the tasks set in a timely manner and takes responsibility for his 
own learning. During times of productive struggle when planning and implementing a lesson for his class using Dash robots, he showed persistence and an 

openness to try new things as he made his way out of the Learning Pit and successfully completed the task. Well done Sahib! 

Stop Motion  Zachariah 
Zach showed enthusiasm and a wonderful imagination in all of the short movies he produced. He always came to Smart 8 prepared and was willing to accept 

and act upon the feedback of peers and Mr. Jacobs. 

Drawing Dakshitha 6E 
Dakshitha has approached Drawing this semester with a growth mindset. He has embraced every drawing challenge presented to him and created some 
amazing pieces of art. When given a challenge that actives his productive struggle, Dakshitha has persevered, turning mistakes into creations and always 

striving for his personal best. Congratulations on a wonderful semester of drawing! 

Origami Kye 5B 
Has shown that he likes to be challenged in his learning and he understands that challenges mean that he is making progress. Through this he has 

successfully learned new knowledge, skills and attitudes in Origami Smart 8 and most importantly has demonstrated a growth mindset through seeking 
challenges! 

 

Pixel Art Sana 6B 
Throughout this semester Sana has consistently embraced the task or challenge set for our group. Sana has attended and completed every session with a 

‘can-do’ attitude allowing her to complete many amazing pieces of work including the amazing giant pixel Iron Man! Well Done! 

 



  

Dance Fitness Cheniru 3D 
Cheniru consistently has an open mindset when trying new dance moves including those for cultural dances and consistently encourages others to give more 

effort, suggests ways dances could look more fluid and organises his peers into squads for dancing. Well done Cheniru, you are a superstar! 

VSSS Mass Dance  Chamali 4E 
Chamali has consistently demonstrated a growth mindset in the way she approached her dancing. She pushed herself to work outside her comfort zone and 

gave every rehearsal and the performances her best effort. Well done, Chamali! You should be very proud of yourself. 

Soccer Skills Joypurbo 4C 

Although Joy demonstrated remarkable ability in Soccer Skills at the beginning of Semester Two SMART 8, he displayed persistence in his 'productive struggle' 
to always improve. Joy consistently used his immense talent to involve his team members, and in doing so allowed them the opportunity to excel. Joy's 

passion, energy and exuberance for soccer was infectious, and inspired others to gain a passion for soccer. Joy was also a highly cooperative and responsive 
learner and it was a complete pleasure and honour to contribute to his learning. Congratulations, Joy on an outstanding Semester of SMART 8 Soccer Skills! 

Soft Toy Making  Gaatik 6B 
Has shown persistence and a growth mindset when learning new skills in soft toy making. He has worked meticulously and shown great dedication towards 

completing his Minecraft toy. Well done Gaatik! 

Sports Commentary Ananditha 5D 
Ananditha's effort, enthusiasm, attentive listening, and desire to expand her knowledge and skill-set in relation to Sports Journalism and Broadcasting has 

been on full display in Semester Two. During learning sessions, she used her interest in sport - and in particular cricket - to write detailed new reports, create 
short commentary pieces, and applied her understanding of broadcasting to write a short 'pre-game show'. Well done on a great semester of Smart 8 

Ananditha! 

Geology  Charlie 4E 
The Smart8 Geology Award goes to Charlie Liefman for his amazing enthusiasm towards all things Geology, scientific curiosity, and commitment to asking big, 

thick, and sometimes unanswerable questions.  Never stop! 

Knitting Manasvi  4A 
Manasvi started knitting halfway through Term 4. Her enthusiasm and her ability to show a growth mindset allowed her to develop her skills and progress 

through the Learning Pit. She has maintained focus and has been able to develop excellent knitting skills. Well done Manasvi! 

Positive Psychology Fatema 4E 
Fatema has been an exemplary member of Positive Psychology and has demonstrated her Growth Mindset by accepting a challenge and trying her best to 

complete it. Fatema enjoyed sharing her ideas about Optical Illusions through an interesting presentation. Well done Fatema! 

Cross Stitch Jayden 6D 
For his enthusiasm and positive mindset. Jayden has been focussed and attentive during our Cross Stitch sessions. He diligently applied himself, designing and 

creating a fabulous piece. 

Yoga Hilary 4D 
Congratulations to Hilary for earning the SMART8 Growth Mindset award this semester! She has consistently demonstrated an enthusiastic and open-minded 
approach towards her yoga practice. She always ensures that she self-regulates her metacognition so that she can reap the most benefits from the learning 

experience. As a result, Hilary has been an incredible role model to her peers too! Well done!" 

Space Jump/Drama Shreya 3D 
Congratulations to Shreya for her courage, experimentation and dedication to trialling new ideas in improvisational drama. She has put herself in the deep 
learning pit by taking risks in different drama games and scenarios, and always exhibits an excellent attitude to receiving and implementing feedback from 
others. Shreya is attentive, patient and respectful when observing others' dramatic performances, and shows initiative in responding - whether to celebrate 

their successes or to offer ideas for future practices. Well done on an amazing semester, Shreya! 

 

 



 

`` 

William: “I enjoyed the graduation movie and 
how we saw the slides with the before (Prep) 
and after (Year 6) photos of every student” 

 

Binadie: “I enjoyed how the graduation 
committee presented themselves and 
the way they showed our memories to 
our families and friends” 

 

Kavi: “I enjoyed hosting the 
ceremony because I got the 
chance to gain more confidence” 

 

Shubham: “I enjoyed the part when 

we were able to watch the graduation 

movie and see all the memories”  

 

Dinuli: “I enjoyed graduation 
because it was a great time to see 
all our growth through the years of 
primary school. I also enjoyed 
watching the graduation movie and 
singing Que Sera as a year level”  

 

Nicki: “The best part of graduation was the 
graduation movie – seeing how much we’ve 
grown and all the fun activities we’ve done” 

Umar: “The best part of graduation was 
when we sang Que Sera because we saw 
the photos from throughout the year 
and the song was motivational”  

 

6B REFLECTS ON THE YEAR 6 

GRADUATION 



 

FAWKNER 

Trecia 

and 

Pawan 

ENVIRONMENT 

Daham 

And 

Kenul 

ICT 

Amy 

And 

Ramike 

MUSIC 

Bree and Dinil 

LIBRARY 

Sonal and Henry 

ART 

Dasuni and Justin 

LANGUAGUES 

Kisandi and 

Cyrus 

SCIENCE 

Tashiya and Nihar 

2018 GLEN WAVERLEY PRIMARY SCHOOL 

CAPTAINS 

SCHOOL CAPTAINS 

     ALLY                       ANUK 

SCHOOL VICE CAPTAINS 

      RASNA                      SENHUS 

LATROBE 

Jackie 

and 

Binu 

HUME 

Nadhrah 

and 

Alex 

MITCHELL 

Sanjna 

and 

Priaav 

PEER MEDIATION 

Kyra and Vishal 

 



What a great year 2017 has been in Physical Education and Sport 

 

Learning and refining fundamental motor skills, independently and in games, learning 

and refining new sport specific skills such as Indian dribbling in hockey, and lay-ups in 

basketball.  In grade 2 and 3 we worked hard on our movement control, such as 

holding our bodies in positions to complete forward rolls, statics and locomotions in 

gymnastics.  

 

Grade 4 and 5 have further developed their game sense abilities to set them up for 

success with their sport for next year. Strategy, positioning and sportsmanship have 

been key elements we have strived to incorporate in all our learning tasks.  

 

In grade 6 sport we have had an incredible year, from the inaugural Australian Rules 

Football team, to soccer, basketball and cricket, our students have competed to 

incredibly high standards and achieved great results, such as the Milo Mascots 

Cricket Competition where they made the state finals and played off at the MCG.  

 

Mostly though, Glen Waverley Primary Students have done us all proud, by always 

playing fair and placing good sportsmanship above all else. At the end of the day 

Physical Education is about the joy of movement control and mastery, experienced in 

as many ways as we can, and the way that games and sports let us make new friends 

and gain greater confidence and self-belief through our productive struggle 

together. 

 

Mr McCormick 

P.E and Sport Learning Leader Glen Waverley Primary School   
 

 
Please Note :- 
 
“School Sport Victoria State Team Trial Registrations are open; Australian Football, Netball, Basketball, 
Football (Soccer), Softball, Tennis, and Volleyball.  These trail registrations close Thursday, 1 March 2018. 
You can find all the details via School Sport Victoria’s website. http://www.ssv.vic.edu.au/team-vic . If you 
are looking for a document that details the process please download the “Team Vic Online Registrations 
Process. This will give you all the information you need to know before registering.” 

 

http://www.ssv.vic.edu.au/team-vic
http://www.ssv.vic.edu.au/team-vic
http://www.ssv.vic.edu.au/team-vic/Documents/TeamVicBig4ProcessLettertoParents.pdf
http://www.ssv.vic.edu.au/team-vic/Documents/TeamVicBig4ProcessLettertoParents.pdf


APPLYING FOR THE 2018 CAMPS, SPORTS & EXCURSION FUND (CSEF) 

AT GLEN WAVERELY PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

Every Victorian child should have access to the world of learning opportunities that exist beyond the 
classroom. The Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund helps ensure that no student will miss out on the 
opportunity to join their classmates for important, educational and fun activities.   
 

School camps provide children with inspiring experiences in the great outdoors, excursions encourage a 
deeper understanding of how the world works and sports teach teamwork, discipline and leadership. All are 
part of a healthy curriculum.  CSEF is provided by the Victorian Government to assist eligible families to 
cover the costs of school trips, camps and sporting activities.  If you hold a valid means-tested concession 
card, or are a temporary foster parent, you may be eligible for CSEF. A special consideration category also 
exists for asylum seeker and refugee families. The allowance is paid to the school to be use towards 
expenses relating to camps, excursions or sporting activities for the benefit of your child.  The annual CSEF 
amount per primary school student is $125.00.  The CSEF payment cannot be used towards voluntary school 
charges, books, stationery, school uniforms, before/after school care, music lessons, or 
formals/graduations. 

How to Apply for CSEF – New for 2018! 
If you applied for the CSEF at Glen Waverley Primary School in 2017, you do not need to complete an 
application form in 2018, unless there has been a change to your family circumstances; such as a change of 
custody, change of name, change of concession card number, or new siblings commencing at the school in 
2018.  Check with the school office if you are unsure. 
 
If you are new to our school please print off the attached CSEF Application Form, complete it and bring it to 
the school office together with your Concession Card. 
 
State Schools’ Relief (SSR) 
Each year State Schools' Relief assists families who are experiencing financial disadvantages with school 
clothing, shoes and other essential items.  SSR has received additional government funding so that it can 
help more families needing financial assistance. Students starting prep or year 7 in 2018, who meet the 
CSEF criteria outlined above, are automatically able to get help with uniforms.  SSR will provide basic 
uniform items and/or a voucher for each student who meets the criteria.  The uniform items available for 
prep students will be advised by SSR during Term 1 2018. 
 
How to Apply for SSR 
Parents of Prep 2018 students must apply for CSEF by the closing date before they are eligible to apply for a 
uniform pack.  Once your CSEF Application has been lodged, and funds received by the school, we will send 
you a SSR Application for completion and return.  Please do not contact SSR directly as they cannot accept 
applications from parents.  The applications for Prep 2018 CSEF uniform packs will be submitted by us in 
Terms 2 and 3 2018.  
 
Please find on the following pages the 2018 CSEF Application, a Parent CSEF Information Flyer and a SSR 
Parent Fact Sheet for your information.  Please contact the school office if you require any further 
assistance with the application process. 
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